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ABSTRACT
Recognition of distant-talking speech is indispensable for self-moving
robots or tele-conference systems.

However， background noise

and room reverberations seriously degrade the sound capture qual・
ity in real acoustic environments. A microphone a町ay is an ideal
candidate as an effective method for capturing distant-talking speech.
AMNOR (Adaptive Microphone-array for NOise Reduction) was
proposed an adaptive beamformer for capturing the desir巴d distant
signals in noisy environments by Kaneda et al.

Figure 1: Block diagram of adaptive beamformer.

Although AM-

NOR has proven itself effective， it could be further improved if
AMNOR (Adaptive Microphone-array for NOise Reduction)

we knew the spectrum characteristics of desired distant signals in
advanc巴. Therefore， in this paper we regard speech as a desired

[4] is an adaptive beamformer proposed by

distant signal and design AMNOR based on the average speech

AMNOR is an effective beamformer for capturing and recogniz

Kaneda et al. in

1986.

spectrum for distant-talking speech capture and recognition. As a

ing desired distant signals in noisy environments. Also， it can be

result of evaluation experiments in real acoustic environments， we

easily designed with an adaptive filter for noise reduction in real

could confirm that the ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) per・

environments，because it only aIJows smalJ distortion for capturing

formance was improved 5

rv 10% by AMNOR based on average

speech spectrum in noisy environments.

the desired distant signal.
However， if we knew the spectrum charact巴ristics of desired
distant signals when designing the adaptive filter of A肘INOR， its
peげ"ormance could be fu口her improved.

The conventional AM

1. INTRODUCTION

NOR is designed to suppress the spectrum distortion of the desired

lt is very impo口ant for the natura1 interfaces of machin巴s like

pose of signal capture is limited to speech capture. Therefore， in

self-moving robots to capture and recognize distant-talking speech
with high accuracy. However， background noise and room rever
berations seriously degrade the sound capture quality in th巴 real
acoustic environments. A microphone aπay is an ideal candidate

distant signal on all frequency bands， but in many cases， the pur
this paper we regard speech as the desired distant signal and design
AMNOR by using the spe巴ch spectrum for distant-talking speech
capture and recognition.

for capturing distant-talking speech. With a microphone array， a

2. AMNOR (ADAPTIVE MICROPHONE-ARRAY FOR

desired speech signal can be acquired selectively by steering the

NOISE REDUCTION)

directivity. Accordingly， super-high directivity is neceSSaIγto re
duce noise signals.
To form directivity， delay-and-sum beamformers

[1，

2] and

adaptive beamformers [3 ， 4] have been proposed as conventional

beamformers. A d巴lay-and-sum beamformer forms super-high di
r巴ctivity to the desired signal， and an adaptive beamformer forms
null directivity to the noise signal. However，delay-and-sum beam
formers have two serious drawbacks: the performance is not good
enough to capture the desired signal without a sufficient num
ber of transducers， and performance degrades in highly reverber

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the adaptive beamformer. [n
Figure I.

Y(ω)

S(ω) is the Fourier

transform of the desired signal and

is the Fourier transform of the output signal.

Gm(ω)

is

the acoustic transfer function from th巴 desired sound source 10 Ihe
m-Ih microphone elemenl and

Hm(ω) is

the frequency response

of the m-th 自lter. The frequency response

F(ω)

of the adapt附

beamformer 10 the desired signal is represented as
M

F(ω) =

ant rooms. On th巴 other hand， adaptiv巴 beamformers can form
nulJ directivity with a smalJ number of transducers. Furthermore，
they can form sharper directivity than delay-and-sum beamformer

L Gm(ω)Hm(ω)，

m=l

(1)

Consequently， adaptive beamformers are often used for the front

where M is the number of microphone 巴lements. The concept of

end processing of ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition)

the adaptive beamformer is to minimize the output nois巴 energy

[5]
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suppress the spectrum distortion of the desired signal on all fre
quency bands. But in many cases， the purpose of signal capture
is limited to speech capture. Therefore， if we knew the spectrum
characteristics of desired distant signals in advance， it may be pos
sible to improve the performance of AMNOR by designing a suit
able adaptive filter for the environment. ln 出is paper， we regard
speech as the desired distant signal and design AMNOR by using
山e speech spectrum for distant talking speech capture and recog
nition. First， we calculate the average speech spectrum weight by
Equation (5).

N
W叩(ω)=市L LSPt(山)，
L

while constraining
NOR

F(ω)

to 出巴 desired frequency response. AM

(2)

This constraint attains maximum noise reduction while allowing a
in the frequency response to the desired signa1.

In this paper， we focus on suitable control of the admissible dis
tortion

D

of speech幻gned SP

represents

n represents the Fourier transform

t ， and

rep陀sents the average speech

spectrum weight. The quasi-desired signal based on the average
speech spectrum is derived from weighting 出e white Gaussian

D= Jl1一時山
D

SPt(ω; )
t( ) W.p(ω)

耐number of frames，

[4] has the constraint shown in向uation (2):

small distortion

N

where L represents th巴 number of speech (words)，

Figure 2: Overview of AMNOR

(5)

spectrum with the average speech spectrum weight

W.p(ω).

Fig

ure 3 shows the spectrum of whit巴 Gaussian as the quasi-desired
spectrum for the conventional AMNOR and the spectrum of aver
age speech weighted as quasi・desired spectrum for the proposed
AMNOR. Compared with the spectra in Figure 3， 出e average
speech weighted spectrum is enhanced at low巴r frequencies. We

in the frequency response for noisy speech recognition.

attempted to improve the ASR performance by using the average

Figure 2 shows a general overview of AMNOR. ln Figure 2， each

speech spectrum weighted quasトdesired signal for AMNOR， and

VFI， AF， and VF2 is a FIR filter with M-input and I -output. AF is

this modified system was named S-AMNOR

the adaptive filter， and VFI and VF2 are variable filters that have
the same 自Iter coefficients as AF. A quasi-desired signal s'(k) is

spectrum weight is normalized to keep the energy ratio equiva

indispensable for designing the adaptive自Iter of AMNOR because

lent b巴tween vowels and consonants on each frame when estimat

AMNOR attains maximum noise reduction with a quasトdesired

ing

signal and an environmental noise signal from the environment.

weight defined by Equation

The quasi也sired signal

the occuπence of vowel and consonant frames.

白er and time delay T.i， i

s'(k) derives As;(k - T.. ) from amplト
= 1，... ， M， which is calculated subject

In addition， we also investigat巴d whether the average speech

in Equation (5). We fu巾er consider a new spectrum

i =

1，. ..， M (not inc1uding the desired signal)， and it is

inputted in the adaptive filter AF after adding it to quasトdesired
signal As;(k一日). AF controls the filter coefficients based on

e(k) as the following
e(k)

Equation (3).

= As'(k -

TO )

- y'(k)，

(3)

where TO is 出e constant delay for cause and e仔'ect.

es(k)

is cal

culated by using VF2 after designing the filter coefficients by AF，

D
D = 1 es(k)/A 12.
D

and current distortion

is derived from Equation

By comparing cuπent distortion

(6)

where Lc represents the number of vowels， Lc represents the num
ber of consonants， Ntv represents the number of vowel fram巴on
each speech (word)， and

Ntc

represents the number of consonant

frame on each speech (word). The system using出is modified

W叩

was named Normalized S-AMNOR.

(4).

(4)

and admissible di

amplitude A is renewed with the amplifier until

This weight is capable to balance

W.p(ω) = �

As'(k) aπlves

from the desired sound source with known DOA to the microphone
a汀ay. In addition， the microphone only captures the noise signal

UNi(k)，

(6).

(士会品川η)
+士主走SSRu(ω;

to the known desired sound source's DOA (Direction Of Arrival).
This situation assumes the simulation where signal

W.p(ω)

山口ion

D � D.

D，

In the

above algorithm， AMNOR attains higher noise reduction perfor
mance in real acoustic environments

4
3
2
"剛・問削z]
(a) White Gaussian

3. SUITABLE DESIGN OF AMNOR BASED ON

spectrum

AVERAGE SPEECH SPECTRUルI

h剛・明(ltHzJ
(b) Average speech weighted
spectrum

Figure 3: Sp巴ctrum of quasi-desired signa1.

The conventional AMNOR uses a white Gaussian signal that has
ftat frequency characteristics as a quasi-desired signal in order to
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g陀巴s DOA] and one noise (female speech [40 degrees DOA]). and
(c) shows the results in an environment of one desired speech [90
degrees DOA] and two nois巴s (female speech [40 degrees DOA]
and white Gaussian signal [120 degrees DOA]).

EN
円守

;さ

As a result of our evaluation experiments. we could confirm
that the average speech spectrum weighted AMNOR (S-AMNOR)
provides higher ASR performance than出e conventional AMNOR.
The e仔ectiveness of S-AMNOR is also confirmed with large ad
missible distortion D. It also showed the same tendency in the en
vironment of one desired speech [90 degrees DOA] and one noise
(male speech [40 degrees DOA]) and in thatof one desired speech

Figure 4: Experimental environment.

[90 degrees DOA] and one noise (white Gaussian noise [40 de
grees DOA]). In addition. we could confirm that the normalized
speech spectrum weighted AMNOR (Normalized S-AMNOR) is
more effective than the basic S-AMNOR. This is because the adap

T'able 1: Experimental conditions
Reverberation time

T[601=180 msec.

Microphone aπay

Linear type 14 transducers，

Sampling frequency

tive filter of Normalized S-AMNOR has a more greatly optimized
energy balance between vowels and consonants than that of S

Recording conditions

I

AMNOR.

2.83 cm spacing

100

12 kHz (Quantization: 16 bit)

lf.伺
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Experimental conditions for ASR
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32 msec. (Frame interval: 8 msec.)
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spectrum weight
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ムMFCC (16 orders. 4 mixtures).

Average speech

70

ATR speech DB SetA [6]
(2620 words x 4 subjects) and
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ASJ continuous speech co中us [7]
(150 sentenses x 64 subjects)
Speech: 216 words x 2 subjects
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4. E VALUATION EXPERIMENTS
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4.1. Experimental conditions
We evaluated the ASR p巴rformance in a real acoustic room. Fig

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Admissible Distortion 0

(b): Environment of one desired speech and

ur巴 4 shows the experimental environment， and Table 1 shows the

one noise (female speech)

front direction (90 degrees)， and the noise signaI arrives from the

柑
却
却
叩
0

。

4.2. Experimental results for ASR performance

田

ASR performance was also evaluated by the WRR (Word Recog
nition Rate).

Nor町陽IIzed S-AルlNOR

岡

ated by variations in the admissible distortion D as Equation (2).

刊

The distance between the sound source and the microphone a汀ay
is two m巴1巴rs. In this situation， the ASR performance was evalu

舶

right and left directions (40 degrees and 120 degrees. respectively).
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experimental condition. The desired distant signal arrives from the
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0.3

Admissible Distortion 0

Figure 5 shows the ASR p師、ormance in the 巴valuation environ

(c): Environment of one desired speech and

ment. In this experiment. the sound source position is known for

two noises (female speech and whit巴 Gaussian noise).

designing the adaptation 自Iter. In Figure 5， (a) shows the results
in an environment of one desired speech [90 degrees DOA]. (b)

Figure 5: ASR performance.

shows the results in an environment of one desired sp巴ech [90 de-
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weight (Normalized S-AMNOR). By comparing the results from
Figure 7(b) and (d)， we could con自rm that the adaptive白Iter based
on the normalized average speech spectrum weight (Normalized
S-AMNOR) shows almost no distortion on any fr巴quency band
although the adaptive filter based on the white Gaussian (Conven
tional AMNOR) shows severe distortion in the lower frequency
bands which are indispensable for speech recognition. In addition，
we could also confirm， by comparing the results using Figure (c)，
and (d)， that normalization of the average speech spectrum (Nor
malized S-AMNOR) improves the signal capturing performance.
In the above evaluation experiments， we confirmed that AMNOR
based on the normalized average speech spectrum weight (Nor
One d回開d speKh

One deslred speech and

Two nolse slgnBI.!l ( r�mal�
sptUb・od whlttG山崎凶凶回国}
ASR performance wi出 optimum admissible distorBnd One nol皿slgnal

((tm山....艇b)

Figure 6:

malized S-AMNOR) is more 巴ffective than th巴 conventional AM
NOR for noisy speech recognition.

5. CONCLUSIONS

tion D.

In 出is paper， we proposed a method to improve ASR performance
by AMNOR (Adaptive Microphone-array for NOise Reduction)
with the average speech spectrum weight in noisy environments.
As a result of evaluation experiments in real acoustic environ
ments， we confirmed that ASR performance is improved by us
mg白e normalized average speech spectrum weighted AMNOR
(Normalized S-AMNOR). In the future， we will improve ASR per・
formance by integrating the proposed AMNOR wi出 talker local
4
3
2
W岡崎間Y 1kHz]

5

(a): Input spectrum

6

0

1

4
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2
frøqu・ncy [kHz)

(b): Conventional AMNOR

ization [8] and automatically estimating the optimum admissible
distortion D for ASR in noisy environments.
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